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ABSTRACT

The absolute and relative concentrations of the four
dNTPs are key determinants of DNA replication fi-
delity, yet the consequences of altered dNTP pools
on replication fidelity have not previously been in-
vestigated on a genome-wide scale. Here, we use
deep sequencing to determine the types, rates and
locations of uncorrected replication errors that accu-
mulate in the nuclear genome of a mismatch repair-
deficient diploid yeast strain with elevated dCTP and
dTTP concentrations. These imbalanced dNTP pools
promote replication errors in specific DNA sequence
motifs suggesting increased misinsertion and in-
creased mismatch extension at the expense of proof-
reading. Interestingly, substitution rates are similar
for leading and lagging strand replication, but are
higher in regions replicated late in S phase. Remark-
ably, the rate of single base deletions is preferentially
increased in coding sequences and in short rather
than long mononucleotides runs. Based on DNA se-
quence motifs, we propose two distinct mechanisms
for generating single base deletions in vivo. Collec-
tively, the results indicate that elevated dCTP and
dTTP pools increase mismatch formation and de-
crease error correction across the nuclear genome,
and most strongly increases mutation rates in coding
and late replicating sequences.

INTRODUCTION

The three main safety systems that determine DNA repli-
cation fidelity are DNA polymerase selectivity, proofread-
ing and mismatch repair. The major replicative DNA poly-

merases (Pols) �, � and � insert correct nucleotides during
DNA replication with high accuracy that partly depends
on the correct absolute and relative concentrations of the
four dNTPs (1,2). The correct concentrations of dNTPs
are primarily maintained by the enzyme ribonucleotide re-
ductase (RNR) (3,4). Occasional nucleotide misinsertions
can be excised by the 3′-5′ exonuclease activities intrinsic
to the catalytic subunits of Pols � and �, and rare replica-
tion errors that escape this proofreading can be repaired
by Msh2-dependent mismatch repair (MMR, recently re-
viewed in (5). We have previously shown that mutations in
the allosteric specificity site of the budding yeast large RNR
subunit Rnr1 result in imbalanced dNTP pools and can
strongly reduce replication fidelity (6,7). In an rnr1-Y285A
mutant strain, with elevated dCTP and dTTP concentra-
tions, the mutation rate at the CAN1 locus on chromosome
5 increased ∼14-fold. Loss of MMR in this strain (rnr1-
Y285A msh2�) raised the mutation rate additionally ∼40-
fold. The fidelity of both leading and lagging strand repli-
cation was reduced, and the types and locations of muta-
tions were consistent with increased misinsertion of dCTP
and dTTP followed by efficient mismatch extension that re-
duced exonucleolytic proofreading by Pols � and � (8). That
study determined the effects of the rnr1-Y285A mutation on
the fidelity of replicating the CAN1 locus on chromosome
5, representing only 0.014% of the yeast genome. Here, we
expand this view by performing a mutation accumulation
experiment in the absence of purifying selection using a ho-
mozygous diploid rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ mutant yeast strain,
allowing comprehensive analysis of the effects of the rnr1-
Y285A mutation on replication fidelity across the genome.
When compared to a recent analysis of an msh2Δ single
mutant strain (9), the results indicate that elevated dCTP
and dTTP in the rnr1-Y285A strain increase base substitu-
tion and base deletion rates on both DNA strands across
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the entire yeast nuclear genome, and do so preferentially
in coding and late replicating sequences when purifying se-
lection is not operating. Replication errors are observed in
signature DNA sequence motifs indicating increased misin-
sertion and increased mismatch extension at the expense of
proofreading, in patterns that differ for deleting iterated and
non-iterated bases, implying that deletions are generated by
two distinct misalignment mechanisms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains and culture conditions

A homozygous diploid strain of rnr1-Y285A-TRP
msh2�::Hyg was created by crossing two rnr1-Y285A
msh2� haploid strains created as described in (8). Zygotes
were selected on Hygromycin and −Trp (Tryptophan) me-
dia to give rnr1-Y285A/rnr1-Y285A msh2�/msh2�. All
culturing was carried out at 30◦C in YPAD (1% yeast
extract, 2% bacto-peptone, 20mg/l adenine, 2% agar for
plates) liquid cultures in a shaking incubator at 160 rpm.

dNTP pool measurements

dNTP pools were measured in asynchronous cultures as
described in (10). Briefly, cells were harvested by filtra-
tion at a density of 0.4 × 107 to 0.5 × 107 cells/ml, and
NTPs and dNTPs were extracted in trichloroacetic acid and
MgCl2 followed by extraction with a Freon-trioctylamine
mix. dNTPs were separated from NTPs using boronate
columns (Affigel 601, BioRad) and analyzed by HPLC on
a LaChrom Elite UV detector (Hitachi) using a Partisphere
SAX column (Hichrom, UK).

Flow cytometry

Cells in an asynchronous growing culture were analyzed for
cell cycle progression and ploidy by staining of DNA with
SYBR Green (Molecular Probes) as per (11) in a Becton
Dickinson FC500.

Whole genome sequence analysis

Experiments were done as described in the workflow dia-
gram of the Supplementary Figure S1 in Lujan et al. (9).
Briefly, cells were subjected to 28 single-cell bottleneck pas-
sages on complete media (YPAD), which equates to ∼810
generations (12). Samples were retained periodically for
glycerol stocks and phenotype testing. Genomic DNA from
10 ml cultures was isolated via the Epicentre MasterPure
Yeast DNA Purification Kit (MPY80200), including the op-
tional RNase A treatment step. Genome sequencing and
analysis was completed as described previously (9). Briefly,
genomic DNA was fragmented to between 200 and 800
bp and libraries were prepared using Illumina TruSeqTM
DNA Sample Prep Kits. The quantified libraries were di-
luted to 15 nM and pooled for paired-end sequencing (2 ×
100 bp read length) performed on a HiSeq 2500 sequencer
(Illumina). The generation 0 sequence was assembled and
used as the reference to map sequence reads and call vari-
ant base pairs using CLC bio Genomics Workbench ver-
sion 5.1.5. The variants were filtered and pooled for muta-
tion rate calculations for any mutation type in any section of

the genome (bins). Sequence motifs were detected and logos
with the nucleotide frequency and the relative information
content measured in bits (13) were created using custom Ex-
cel tools.

RESULTS

Cell cycle progression and dNTP pools

To determine the effects of imbalanced dNTP pools on
genome-wide replication fidelity, we generated and char-
acterized an rnr1-Y285A msh2� yeast strain. In compar-
ison to our earlier study that measured mutation rates at
a specific locus in a haploid strain (8), this new strain was
made diploid in order to reduce the effect of purifying se-
lection on mutations expected to accumulate during many
generations. Initially (Figure 1A), and after one passage
on solid medium representing ∼30 generations (Figure 1B,
top), clonal isolates of this diploid strain had normal cell
cycle progression (three of seven clonal isolates are shown
in Figure 1B). By passage 28, the isolates grew noticeably
slower than at passage 1 (Supplementary Figure S1) and one
had an abnormal flow cytometry profile (Figure 1B, bot-
tom left), while cells of the other isolates were closer to nor-
mal but did accumulate more in G2/M. Differences among
clonal isolates are to be expected because, as shown be-
low, these isolates stochastically accumulate large numbers
of sequence changes during outgrowth that are not shared
among isolates. Despite accumulation of many mutations,
the dNTP pool imbalances in the diploid mutant isolates at
passage 1 and passage 28 were comparable to those in the
haploid strain, with ∼20- and 16-fold higher than wild-type
(WT) concentrations of dCTP and dTTP, respectively, and
slightly higher than WT concentrations of dATP and dGTP
(Figure 1C).

Spontaneous mutation rates and distribution of mutations
across the genome

We sequenced the nuclear genomes of the seven clonal iso-
lates of the rnr1-Y285A msh2� strain after 28 passages com-
prising about 800 generations each (Table 1). Alignments
to the ‘zero passage’ control genome revealed that a total
of 18 664 single base mutations accumulated (Table 1). The
vast majority of these were single base changes that were
broadly distributed across all 16 chromosomes (Figure 2A).
Among them, 15 678 (84%) were base substitutions, with a
7:3 ratio of transversions to transitions. The remaining 2986
sequence changes were insertions-deletions, 2682 (96%) of
which were single base deletions. From these data, we calcu-
lated mutation rates per diploid genome per generation (�g)
and per base pair per generation (�bp) (Table 1). These rates
were compared to previously published rates for an msh2�
strain (9), which are listed again here for comparison.

When considering all sequence changes in the double mu-
tant rnr1-Y285A msh2� strain, �g and �bp were 3.3 and
140 × 10−9, respectively (Table 1, right side). Both values
are about 9-fold higher than the corresponding rates in the
msh2� strain (0.38 and 17 × 10−9, respectively). Thus, the
formation of replication errors that remain uncorrected in
msh2Δ strains due to the defect in MMR is strongly in-
creased by the rnr1-Y285A mutation that selectively elevates
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Figure 1. Cell cycle progression and dNTP pools. (A) Flow cytometry histograms showing DNA content of haploid and diploid cells stained with SYBR
Green. The first small peak prior to G1 is cell debris and between the two peaks are cells in S phase. (B) Flow cytometry histograms for three rnr1-Y285A
msh2 isolates at passage 1 and 28. (C) dNTP pools as measured by HPLC, average of 8–10 cultures (4 cultures for the diploid at Pass 28) with the Standard
Error of Mean (SEM) and fold change relative to WT above the data bars. The average WT values were dCTP 48, dTTP 131, dATP 66 and dGTP 29 pmol
per 108 cells.
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Table 1. Classification of mutation types and rates

Strain msh2� a rnr1-Y285A msh2�

Isolates 5 7
Elapsed passages 142 (22–30) 189 (27)
Elapsed generations 4260 (660–900) 5670 (810)

Count �bp x 10−9 Count �bp x 10−9 �RNR1:�rnr1-Y285A

Base substitutions 477 4.9 15 678 120 25
T/A → C/G b 151 2.5 1067 13 5.3
C/G → T/A b 167 4.5 3694 74 17
T/A → A/T b 30 0.49 517 6.4 13
T/A → G/C b 26 0.43 892 11 26
C/G → A/T b 86 2.3 9499 191 83
C/G → G/C b 17 0.46 9 0.18 0.40

Insertions/Deletions 1017 12 2986 23 1.9
−T/A b 955 16 2015 25 1.6
−C/G b 11 0.29 667 13 46
+T/A b 46 0.47 186 1.4 3.0
+C/G b 5 0.051 5 0.038 0.75
>1 bp deletions 135 1.4 93 0.71 0.52
>1 bp insertions 8 0.081 20 0.15 1.9
Total 1637 17 18 664 140 8.6

�g (diploid) 0.38 (0.20–0.51) 3.3 (2.8–4.0) 8.6

aData published previously (9).
bCorrected for target size based on the percentage of A + T and G + C in the genome as previously described (9).
The number in parenthesis is the range for the individual isolates. All values are rounded to two significant digits

dCTP and dTTP concentrations. The extent of this increase
varied over a wide range depending on the type of muta-
tions. For total base substitutions, the average substitution
rate per base pair increased by 25-fold (4.9 × 10−9 in msh2Δ
versus 120 × 10−9 in rnr1-Y285A msh2�), whereas the av-
erage single base deletion rate per base pair increased by
only 1.9-fold (12 × 10−9 in msh2Δ versus 23 × 10−9 in rnr1-
Y285A msh2�). Variations further extend to subclasses of
substitutions and single base deletions. For example, the
mutator effect of the rnr1-Y285A mutation was greatest
for C/G to A/T (83-fold), T/A to G/C (26-fold) and C/G
to T/A (17-fold) substitutions (Figure 2B). These substitu-
tions are inferred to result from C-dTTP, T-dCTP and G-
dTTP replication errors driven by excess dTTP and dCTP in
the rnr1-Y285A msh2� strain. In contrast, the rate of C/G
to G/C substitutions that would result from C-dCTP or G-
dGTP mismatches was not elevated, but instead was slightly
reduced. This result is anticipated because C-dCTP mis-
match are rarely generated during replication, and because
formation of G-dGTP mismatches should diminish due to
the high ratio of correct dCTP to incorrect dGTP (Figure
1C). Variable effects were likewise seen among single base
deletion rates, with the average rate of deleting a C/G base
pair increased by 46-fold (Figure 2C), with smaller or no
changes in average rates observed for other classes of single
base deletions. Large changes in rates for specific subsets
of single base deletions are described and discussed further
below.

The rnr1-Y285A mutator effect on leading and lagging strand
replication

The above results indicate that most base substitutions in
the rnr1-Y285A msh2� strain can be explained by misin-
corporation of the two dNTPs present in excess, dCTP and
dTTP. This circumstance provides the opportunity to de-
termine whether the rnr1-Y285A mutation drives replica-
tion infidelity to similar or different extents during leading
and lagging strand replication (primarily catalyzed by Pol �
versus Pols � and �, respectively). To examine this, we per-
formed a meta-analysis of the distribution of mismatches
generated immediately to the left and right of replication
origins across the genome as described in (9). For example, a
C/G to A/T substitution to the right of a replication origin
would result from misincorporation of dTTP opposite tem-
plate C during leading strand replication, whereas the same
mismatch generated to the left of a replication origin would
occur during lagging strand replication (see schematic in
Figure 3A). When the 9499 C/G to A/T substitutions ob-
served here were mapped relative to replication origins, the
distribution of C to A versus G to T substitutions was con-
stant between origins (Figure 3B). Similar results were ob-
tained for the other base substitutions driven by the rnr1-
Y285 mutation (Supplementary Figure S2). Moreover, base
substitution (and base deletion) rates did not change in the
rnr1-Y285A msh2� strain as a function of the distance tra-
versed by each replication fork between adjacent origins
(data not shown). This last result is similar to what was ob-
served earlier in the msh2Δ single mutant strain (9).
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Figure 2. Genome-wide mutations and rates. (A) Distribution of muta-
tions across 16 chromosomes. Transversions are indicated by red shades
(dark to light: C/G→G/C, C/G→A/T, T/A→G/C, T/A→A/T), tran-
sitions by blue shades (dark to light: C/G→T/A, T/A→C/G), deletions
by green shades (dark to light: >1 bp, −C/G, −T/A) and insertions by
purple shades (dark to light: >1 bp, +C/G, +T/A). (B) Replication error
rates for single base substitutions. (C) Replication error rates for single and
multi-base indels. Numbers above the bars are the fold change compared
to the msh2� strain. msh2� data previously published in (9).

Preferential substitution mutator effects in late S phase

The above data imply that the rnr1-Y285A mutation pro-
motes replication infidelity to similar extents during leading
and lagging strand replication across the nuclear genome.
To examine if this mutator effect was constant throughout
S phase, we calculated the transversion and transition rates
in the rnr1-Y285A msh2� mutant for replication occurring
late as compared to early after release from �-factor as de-
scribed in (9) (Figure 3C). These rates steadily increased as
S phase progressed, ultimately increasing in late S phase
by more than 2-fold. These increases are preferential for
the rnr1-Y285A msh2� mutant, i.e. they are greater than
those seen in the msh2� single mutant strain (Figure 3C,
reproduced from (9)). We also calculated substitution rates
in coding sequences as compared to 5′ and 3′ flanking se-
quences. Compared to the msh2Δ single mutant strain an-
alyzed earlier (Figure 3D, middle panel, reproduced from
(9)), the new results demonstrate that the rnr1-Y285A mu-
tation strongly reduces fidelity during replication of coding
and non-coding DNA.

A preferred sequence motif for generating base substitutions

A motif detection algorithm was used to determine if sin-
gle base–base mismatches were generated in preferred se-
quence contexts (9). For this purpose, we analyzed the most
common base substitution, the C/G to A/T mutation in-
ferred to result from a C-dTTP mismatch. As in an earlier
study (9), to increase confidence in assigning the direction of
replication during formation of the C-dTTP mismatch, we
focused on the subset of C/G to A/T substitutions occur-
ring closest to replication origins (relative inter-origin dis-
tance <0.1, gray shade in Figure 3A). During both lead-
ing and lagging strand replication, the most common tem-
plate strand sequence motif for generating the C-dTTP mis-
match was 5′-AAAGCT-3′ (Figure 4A), where C is the posi-
tion of the substitution and the direction of synthesis of the
template strand is from right to left. The newly synthesized
nascent strand is thus 3′-TTTCTA-5′. Explanations for this
motif (Figure 4B) are discussed below.

Preferential effects on single base deletion rates in repeat se-
quences

Taking into account differences in the number of T/A and
C/G base pairs in mononucleotide runs of various lengths
in the yeast genome (Supplementary Table S1), we calcu-
lated the single base deletion rates per base pair replicated
per generation as a function of increasing mononucleotide
run length. The results (Figure 5A and B, Supplementary
Table S2) reveal that, compared to our earlier analysis of
the msh2Δ single mutant strain (Figure 5A/B, gray curves),
some but not all deletion rates were higher in the rnr1-
Y285A msh2Δ strain (black curves). Specifically, the mu-
tator effects of the rnr1-Y285A mutation (Figure 5C and
D) were greater for short mononucleotide runs as compared
to long mononucleotide runs. For example, the rnr1-Y285A
mutation has no effect on the rate of deleting a C/G pair
from a 10-base run, but elevated the rate of deleting a C/G
pair from a 4-base run by 175-fold. Based on these preferen-
tial mutator effects and using the approach described above
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Figure 3. Mutation rates relative to genomic landmarks. (A) Schematic of adjacent replication origins and strand specific mutagenesis. Gray boxes indicate
the closest 10% of the inter-origin distance. The long arrow represents continuous leading strand replication by Pol � and the short arrows represent
discontinuous lagging strand replication by Pol �/�. For simplicity, misincorporation events are shown only on the bottom strands, but can occur on both
the top and bottom strands. (B) Distribution of C-G to A-T base substitutions plotted as a function of relative distance between adjacent origins. Mutation
rates plotted versus (C) replication timing across the genome after �-factor release and (D) the nearest gene coding start (left) or coding end (right) site in
kilobase pairs (kbp). The top black plot is the target size, blue and green are transitions, red and orange are transversions, and black and gray are 1-base
deletions. Gene regions shaded green are intergenic, white are 5′-UTR and 3′-UTR, and purple is coding.

for substitutions, we generated sequence logos for deleting
a C/G pair from runs of different lengths (Figure 6). These
motifs differ, with mechanistic (Figure 6, top) and biologi-
cal implications discussed below.

Preferential mutator effects in coding as compared to non-
coding DNA

When calculated as described earlier (9), average single
base deletion rates across the open reading frames of genes
(shaded purple in Figure 3D, lower panel) were substan-
tially higher in the rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ as compared to the
msh2Δ strain. This contrasts with single base deletion rates
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Figure 4. Context specificity of substitutions promoted by a dNTP pool
imbalance. (A) Sequence logos of relative information content and nu-
cleotide frequency for template strand C-dTTP mispairs. ‘n’ is the muta-
tion count for the inter-origin distance used (Figure 3A, gray boxes). (B)
Mechanism for a C–A mutation. The colored circles are the relative dNTP
pools, the underlined character is the mutational event and N represents
an undefined nucleotide.

in non-coding sequences that flank genes, which are not
strongly increased in the rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ as compared
to the msh2Δ mutant strain.

DISCUSSION

This study provides a genome-wide view of the conse-
quences of a dNTP pool imbalance on nuclear DNA repli-
cation fidelity. The results offer insights into the mecha-
nisms underlying formation of single base–base and dele-
tion mismatches during leading and lagging strand replica-
tion, and they have several biological implications.

Base–base mismatches driven by the dNTP pool imbalance

The vast majority of base substitutions in the rnr1-Y285A
msh2� strain (Table 1, Figure 2) can be explained by mis-

incorporation of the two dNTPs present in excess, dCTP
and dTTP (Figure 1C). This fact is key to mechanistic inter-
pretations, because it allows the mismatch composition and
the identity of the template and nascent strands involved
in the replication error to be deduced. In a recent study
of the rnr-1-Y285A msh2� strain that monitored replica-
tion fidelity at a specific locus (CAN1) that comprises only
0.014% of the yeast genome (8), the rates and spectra of
base substitutions were similar when each DNA strand was
replicated as the leading or the lagging strand. This fact
implied that the rnr1-Y285A mutation promotes infidelity
to similar extents during both leading and lagging strand
replication. The current results (Figure 3A and B and Sup-
plementary Figure S2) strongly support this interpretation
and expand it to a variety of single base mismatches gen-
erated across the whole genome. This similarity in the con-
sequences of a dNTP pool imbalance on replication of the
two strands is remarkable given that replication of the lead-
ing and lagging strand templates is catalyzed by DNA poly-
merases that differ in structure, subunit composition, part-
nerships with replication accessory proteins, proofreading
potential, processivity and the fidelity of DNA synthesis.
Although one recent study proposed that Pol � is the major
polymerase for both the leading and lagging strands (14),
substantial evidence from many different laboratories ((9)
and references therein and (15–18)) supports the view that
the leading and lagging strands are primarily replicated by
Pol � and Pol �, respectively.

The genome-wide view provided by this study suggests
that the dNTP pool imbalance resulting from the rnr1-
Y285A mutation reduces replication fidelity as S phase pro-
gresses (Figure 3C). Given that substitution rates in the
rnr1-Y285A msh2� strain are substantially higher at C/G
as compared to T/A base pairs (Table 1, Figure 2), the
higher mutation rate in late S phase suggests that the dNTP
pool imbalance driven by the rnr1-Y285A mutation in-
creases further as S phase progresses, a possibility yet to
be examined. The results in Figure 3D further show that
the dNTP pool imbalance resulting from the rnr1-Y285A
mutation strongly reduces the fidelity of replication of both
coding and non-coding DNA sequences, and that base sub-
stitution rates in the rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ strain are higher
in coding sequences (shaded purple) and their immediately
flanking 5′- and 3′-untranslated regions (white) than in in-
tergenic regions (shaded green). This latter observation was
also made in our earlier study of msh2Δ strains encoding
WT RNR1 and WT or variant replicases (9). As mentioned
in that study, these elevated rates contrast with the evo-
lutionary record, wherein nucleotide variation is lower in
genes and lowest in the nucleosome free regions 5′ to genes
compared to intergenic DNA regions (19,20). This inverse
relationship suggests that sequences in which mutations are
normally deleterious are highly mutable in the absence of
purifying selection, as in these experimental conditions. The
present observations in the rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ mutant sug-
gest this same interpretation applies when dNTP pools are
imbalanced. In our earlier study, we speculated that col-
lisions between transcription and replication machineries,
and/or spontaneous damage to single-stranded DNA in
transcription bubbles, might contribute to the higher mu-
tation rate in coding sequences (9). We are currently inves-
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Figure 5. Deletion rates as a function of homopolymer length. Rates for msh2� and rnr1-Y285A msh2� strains for (A) deletion of T/A bp and (B) deletion
of C/G bp. Deletion rates for given homopolymer length for rnr1-Y285A msh2� relative to msh2� for (C) T/A bp and (D) C/G bp. Black horizontal bar
on X-axis indicate regions where the indel counts in the msh2� strain equaled 0 and therefore, the histograms in these regions are minimum estimates.
msh2� data published in (28).

tigating whether higher mutation rates in coding sequences
correlate with levels of gene expression.

The likely mechanisms by which excess dTTP and dCTP
result in base substitution errors during replication in the
rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ strain can be inferred by considering
the preferred DNA sequence motif for the substitution ob-
served at the highest rate, i.e. C/G to A/T (Figures 2 and
4A). Theoretically, this substitution could result from mis-
incorporation of dTTP opposite template C on one strand,
or from misincorporation of dATP opposite G on the other
strand. However, as depicted in the schematic diagram in
Figure 4B, the first possibility is much more likely because
in the rnr1-Y295A mutant, the concentration of incorrect
dTTP is much higher than the concentration of correct
dGTP, whereas the concentrations of incorrect dATP and
correct dGTP are more similar. This implies that the ex-
cess of incorrect dTTP over correct dGTP fuels misinser-
tion of dTTP opposite template C. On average across the
genome, this misinsertion is preferentially preceded by a
template pyrimidine, implying that the incoming incorrect
dTTP is stabilized by stacking with a previously incorpo-
rated purine, more often adenine opposite the template T
(position −1 in Figure 4A), but sometimes guanine opposite
template C (underlined in the same logos). The preferential
presence of several consecutive template purines on the 5′
side of the substitution further suggests that misinsertion

of dTTP is followed by efficient correct incorporation of
dCTP and dTTP, both of which are present in much higher
than normal concentrations, opposite four consecutive tem-
plate purines. Efficient mismatch extension diminishes the
opportunity for fraying of the primer terminus, thereby re-
ducing formation of single-stranded DNA that must move
to the exonuclease active site for excision of the incorrect
dTTP. These results are in agreement with the concept of
the next nucleotide effect (21–23), first predicted by Ninio
(24). The observation that the motifs for leading and lag-
ging strand replication are remarkably similar (Figure 4A)
implies that the above explanations are about equally rele-
vant to the leading and lagging strand replicases.

Single base deletion mismatches driven by the dNTP pool im-
balance

The rnr1-Y285A mutation also elevates the rates of single
base deletions. The sequence contexts in which these dele-
tions occur differ (Figure 6), implying that different mis-
alignment mechanisms give rise to single base deletion mu-
tations during DNA replication in vivo.

Strand slippage

The classical explanation for the origin of insertions-
deletions (indels) during DNA synthesis is strand slippage
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Figure 6. Misalignment mechanisms for single base deletions in mononucleotide runs. Predicted context preferences for the deletion of a single base
in a poly-C run due to either (A) Streisinger template slippage or to (B) template misalignment in the polymerase active site. The context of Streisinger
template slippage is predicted to differ between (1) regimes where dNTP imbalance promotes extension over proofreading (C1 < n ≤ 6) and (2) regimes where
proofreading is poor regardless of nucleotide pools (Cn≥ 6). The predicted context is also expected to differ when active site misalignment immediately (3)
follows a misinsertion or (4) precedes next-nucleotide binding. (C) Table comparing deletions in C- and T-run of lengths 1–8 and template A:G or G:A
ratios in the +1 position. (D) Sequence logos (relative information content), nucleotide frequency and apparent causative pathways of deletions in C-runs
of lengths 1–8. Pathways are numbered as per A and B. R indicates any purine, N indicates any nucleotide and n is the number of iterated nucleotides. X
stands for specific nucleotides or sequences as indicated in B.
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in repetitive DNA sequences (25) and reviewed in (26,27).
This mechanism explains the >100 000-fold increase in sin-
gle base deletion rates across the yeast genome as a func-
tion of increasing homonucleotide run length. We recently
observed this ‘rate versus length’ relationship in a genome
wide study of the msh2Δ single mutant strain (gray curves
in Figure 5A and B (28)). We now see a generally similar
pattern in the rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ strain (black curves), im-
plying that strand slippage during replication underlies the
majority of the single base deletion mutagenesis in both
strains. Interestingly, deletion rates for runs of about seven
or more base pairs are similar in the two strains (Figure 5C
and D), suggesting that the excess dCTP and dTTP does not
increase the probability that slippage occurs during repli-
cation of long homonucleotide runs (Figure 6A, pathway
2). No effect on slippage when dNTP concentrations are in-
creased contrasts with the effect of decreasing dNTP con-
centrations, where, at least in vitro, the probability of slip-
page is increased by decreasing the dNTP complementary
to the template run being replicated (29). In the future, it
will be interesting to determine if, unlike the current situa-
tion, decreasing dNTP levels below normal, e.g. in an rnr1-
R293A or rnr1-Q288A (6), increases the rate of indels in
long runs.

In marked contrast to no effect in long runs, the rnr1-
Y285A mutation does elevate the rate of deletions in shorter
runs, by factors up to 175-fold (Figure 5C and D). We sug-
gest that these increases result from an event downstream
of initial strand slippage, namely efficient extension of the
resulting misaligned substrates driven by high dCTP and
dTTP concentration. Just as for base–base mismatches, ef-
ficient extension of misalignment mismatches in short runs
will diminish the probability of proofreading, or alterna-
tively, the opportunity for the two strands to simply re-align.
In support of this interpretation, extensive biochemical and
genetic data (reviewed in (27)) have previously shown that
proofreading is ineffective at correcting misalignments in
long runs because the misaligned base can be so deeply em-
bedded in the duplex DNA upstream of the polymerase ac-
tive site as to avoid the fraying needed for proofreading. In
contrast, a misaligned base in a shorter run is closer to the
primer terminus as the bulge is not able to migrate further
away from the active site than the end of the homopoly-
mer run and is presumably trapped in the DNA polymerase
channel. Therefore a misaligned base in a shorter run is less
protected against fraying and can still be proofread (28,30).
If so, we would expect the downstream template sequences
to be purine-rich when excess dTTP and dCTP drives exten-
sion (Figure 6A, pathway 1), as compared to upstream se-
quences that closely match genomic nucleotide frequencies
when proofreading is poor regardless of dNTP pools (Fig-
ure 6A, pathway 2). This is precisely the result of the present
genome-wide study of the rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ strain: the
rate of deletions in runs of six or fewer base pairs (Figure 5C
and D) is preferentially increased in sequences enriched for
template purines on the 5′-side of the run (Figure 6D). How-
ever, this is not the case for runs of seven or more base pairs
(Figure 6D, bottom), in which the misaligned template base
can be six correct base pairs upstream of the polymerase ac-
tive site. Beyond the implications for replication fidelity per
se, the pattern in Figure 6D is, to our knowledge, the first

genome-wide ‘footprint’ for functional interactions of repli-
cases with the upstream duplex DNA during replication in
vivo, a footprint that nicely correlates with protein––duplex
DNA interactions observed in the crystal structures of the
yeast replicases (31,32). Recent functional studies of yeast
Pol epsilon showed that contacts between R988 and bases
at position n-4/n-5 are important to stabilize the 3′-end of
the nascent strand in the polymerase site. Thus, replication
errors that lead to a loss of interaction between the R988
and duplex DNA cause a switch to the exonuclease site and
removal of misincorporated nucleotides (33). The position
of a sensor (R988 in Pol � and R839 in Pol �) at n-4/n-5
correlates well with our observed length dependence.

Misinsertion-primer relocation and dNTP stabilized mis-
alignment

The rnr1-Y285A mutation also increases by 10-fold or more
the rate of deleting non-iterated bases and bases in runs of
only two or three bases (Figure 5A and B). Importantly,
we expect the preferred sequence motif for deleting a non-
iterated template C to differ somewhat from the motif for
deletion-containing template C homonucleotide runs. The
greatest difference is in the identity of the +1 template base,
5′ to the deleted C. Here an A is strongly preferred for non-
iterated base deletions, and only slightly less preferred for
deletions from 2–3 base runs, but is not preferred for longer
runs (Figure 6C and D). In light of earlier studies of in-
del error formation in vitro, this pattern implies a mech-
anism for initial misalignment that is distinct from classi-
cal Streisinger strand slippage. In the absence of the correct
base pairing possible in iterated sequences, a misaligned,
non-iterated base was proposed to reside at or near the poly-
merase active site itself, rather than in the upstream duplex
(34). Two models were proposed to give rise to misalign-
ment at the active site. In one model supported by kinetic
data using lesion-containing substrates (35–37), initial slip-
page is followed by binding of the next correct dNTP to sta-
bilize the misaligned base (Figure 6B, pathway 4). In the
rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ strain, dCTP or dTTP are present at
high and similar concentrations (Figure 1C), predicting that
A and G should be about equally represented at the +1 tem-
plate position. However, this is not the case for non-iterated
base deletions and deletions from 2–3 base runs, where A
is strongly preferred over G at the +1 position (Figure 6C
and D). Thus, the observed sequence motif disfavors the
dNTP-stabilized misalignment model for the deletions ob-
served here, unless dCTP pairs less avidly with template G
than dTTP pairs with template A when template C is mis-
aligned, which seems unlikely.

A different model for active site misalignment (38) that
is also supported by evidence in vitro (39) proposed that
a misalignment can be initiated by misinsertion of a base.
In the present study for example, this could be dTTP or
dCTP misinserted opposite template C (Figure 6B, path-
way 3). If this misinsertion is followed by primer reloca-
tion to the +1 template base, the substrate contains a mis-
aligned C and a correct terminal A-dTTP or G-dCTP base
pair that could be extended by additional incorporation of
correct dTTP and dCTP. The sequence motif observed here
for loss of non-iterated C in vivo supports this model, based
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on the following observations. Just as seen in the motif for
C-dTTP mismatches that result in base substitutions (Fig-
ure 4), the template base adjacent to the site of the deletion
is a T (position −1 in Figure 6D), such that a misinserted T
can strongly stack with an adjacent adenine. Among 22 ob-
served non-iterated C deletions (Figure 6C), 20 are flanked
by 5′-template A to which misinserted T could pair. This
preference correlates well with the fact that the rnr1-Y285A
mutation strongly promotes misinsertion of dTTP opposite
C (Figure 2B, rate of 2 × 10−7, also shown in Figure 6B
pathway 3, left branch). In contrast, among 22 total non-
iterated C deletions (Figure 6C), only one is flanked by 5′-
template G to which misinserted C could pair and this cor-
relates well with the fact that the rnr1-Y285A mutation very
rarely promotes misinsertion of dCTP opposite C (Figure
2B, rate of 2 × 10−10, Figure 6B pathway 3, right branch).
Moreover, the A:G ratios at the +1 position are also high
in the sequence motifs for loss of a C from 2–3 base runs
and the G:A is high for loss of a T from TT runs (Fig-
ure 6C). These facts provide the in vivo evidence that, in
addition to classical Streisinger strand slippage, indels in
runs may be initiated by misinsertion during DNA repli-
cation. Collectively then, the preferred sequence motifs for
single base deletions suggest that the rnr1-Y285A mutation
promotes deletion mutagenesis by two different and non-
exclusive mechanisms. One mechanism involves, but is not
limited by, strand slippage in repetitive DNA. The other
mechanism involves active site misalignment initiated by
misinsertion followed by primer relocation.

Biological implications

The preferred sequence motifs for both substitutions and
deletions in the rnr1-Y285A msh2Δ strain are all consis-
tent with efficient mismatch extension that reduces proof-
reading. Because defects in proofreading by Pol � and Pol
� have been implicated in tumor development in mice and
humans (40–43), one implication of the present study is that
mutations in RNR1 or in other genes that elevate dNTP
pools may also increase cancer susceptibility by reducing
proofreading, even when there is no genetic defect in a repli-
case. Interestingly, RRM2 coding for the rate-limiting small
RNR subunit in human cells is among the top 10% most
overexpressed genes in 73 out of the 168 cancer analyses
(44). Relevant here is also a recent study in yeast reporting
that an extraordinary mutator effect of a cancer-associated
Pol � mutation depends on high dNTP levels (45). As in
the current study, this effect was proposed to partly be
due to enhanced mismatch extension. Additional sugges-
tive evidence for a relationship between altered dNTP pools
and cancer is the progressive increase in substitution rates
through S phase promoted here by the rnr1-Y285A muta-
tion (Figure 3C), which is consistent with recent evidence
for an increased frequency of substitutions in late replicat-
ing regions of the genome in tumors (46). Also possibly rele-
vant to disease etiology is the observation that excess dCTP
and dTTP place coding sequences at high risk of mutations
(Figure 3D), including highly deleterious single base dele-
tions in short homonucleotide runs that are abundant in
coding sequences.
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